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Bitumen demand remained seasonally limited in Europe,
where prices were generally unchanged, but there was
increased business into west African outlets like Senegal
and Nigeria. While Singapore prices were steady, modest
increases were registered in South Korea and China, while
requirements picked up in Vietnam and Australia.
Domestic prices held steady in northwest Europe, and
market players were preparing for monthly price negotiations in Benelux, UK, France, and Germany. Floods and
heavy rainfall were curtailing bitumen requirements and
construction activity, which remained at a virtual standstill.
Most bitumen units remained closed for the usual winter
maintenance period in central Europe, where modest requirements for special and roofing grades were reported.
Mediterranean markets remained quiet, although there
was a steady flow of cargo movements into north Africa,
principally Egypt and Algeria, from Italian and Spanish ports.
Export prices edged higher with modest fuel oil gains,
although Greek exports were assessed at wider discounts
to Mediterranean high-sulphur fuel oil cargoes. A surplus of
vessels, some of them lying idle awaiting business, led to
reports of some tankers being offered for sale.
South Korean bitumen prices rose further on the back of
firm demand from Chinese importers while, Singapore prices
held steady amid thin regional demand. Iranian bitumen
prices fell for a second consecutive week despite a monthly
rise in NIOC vacuum bottom prices as the Rial continued to
weaken against the US dollar.
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Waterborne BITUMEN prices, fob
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Cargo Flows
A number of cargoes were bound for sub-Saharan African
markets. They included a steady flow of shipments from Europe bound for Dakar, Senegal, the latest of them a Spanish
cargo on board the 7,127 DWT Lagan, as well as a large cargo
on board the 45,974 DWT Bitu Express that was shipped from
Tarragona, Spain, to Lome, Togo.
Steady flows were moving from Italian and Spanish ports
to north African markets, in particular Egypt and Algeria.
The 4,500 DWT 3B Spirit and the 6,180 DWT Iver Balance
were expected in Alexandria on 23 and 26 January after
loading in Augusta.
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Northwest and Central Europe market commentary
Summary
Price levels were steady on domestic markets across the
region, while demand remained extremely low during the
winter season and amid heavy rain and flooding in many
parts of northwest Europe.
Buyers and sellers were preparing for monthly price
negotiations for domestic prices in the key northwest European domestic markets that were set to begin in the week
starting 29 January, with sizeable high-sulphur fuel oil gains
during January likely to see a strong upward bitumen price
push by suppliers.
HSFO barge prices averaged $365/t fob Rotterdam in the
1-25 January period compared with $341/t in the equivalent period in December running up to Christmas, a $14/t
(€11.25/t) rise.
Shipping activity was thin because of the low season,
although cargo movements were reported into Belfast,
Eastham (northwest England) and Dagenham on the Thames.
The 4,232 DWT Elisabeth J was set to move a cargo from the
Dordrecht terminal in the Netherlands to Dagenham for late
January or early February loading. The 4,993 DWT Bitfjord
moved a cargo from La Coruna on the Spanish Atlantic coast
to Belfast, arriving there on 26 January, while the Ardea
took a cargo from Hamburg to Eastham.
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Domestic price assessments were unchanged at £285290/t ex-works for truck movements, while cargo imports
into Thames terminals were indicated in the $370-380/t
(£260-270/t) range.
The import values were slightly up on the previous
week, reflecting slim high-sulphur fuel oil barge gains, while
domestic suppliers and buyers in the UK awaited monthly
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bitumen price revisions that were expected to emerge in the
week starting 29 January.
Essar began a full-scale maintenance shutdown in midJanuary at its Stanlow refinery in northwest England, with
the turnaround expected to last until 12 March (see news).
The halt is likely to impact residue feedstock supplies to the
nearby Shell/Nynas bitumen refinery in Eastham, although
that refinery is also fed directly with imported sour crude.
The Eastham refinery, like many other dedicated bitumen refineries, in any case usually undertakes first quarter
seasonal maintenance that would generally last 30-40 days,
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Northwest and Central Europe market commentary
although there was no confirmation that such a shutdown is
or will occur during the current quarter.
The 5,228 DWT Nynas tanker Ardea was moving a cargo
from Hamburg – location of the firm’s Harburg bitumen-producing refinery - to Eastham for 25 January arrival. The UK
market is less seasonal than continental northwest European
markets like Germany, with a less pronounced winter dip in
activity and bitumen demand than in those markets. Construction work and bitumen were however being hit in the
week starting 22 January by widespread rain across much of
the country.
The latest provisional data for November from the UK
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
indicted deliveries of bitumen for inland consumption at
132,000t, slightly down from the 140,000t of October, but
17pc up compared to the same month in 2016. January-toNovember figures stood at 1.354mn t, 1.4pc up compared to
the same period in the previous year.
Latest results released by the Local Government Association (LGA), which represents 349 councils, indicated that
England’s local roads were receiving 52 times less funding
compared to major trunk roads. According to figures from
the Department for Transport, local roads would get £21,000
per mile, while major roads would get up to £1mn per mile
in the period between 2015-16 and 2020-21. This results in
worsening conditions of local and residential streets, which
are becoming a hazard, in particular for cyclists and motorists.

France
Construction activity remained at seasonally very low levels,
especially in the road paving sector, with even the smallscale business into the industrial sector hit by heavy rain and
flooding in many parts of the country.
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Flooding affected traffic on parts of the Rhine, with the
harbour at Strasbourg closed for a few days before re-opening on 25 January. There was however no noticeable impact
on bitumen barge flows into northeast France from Germany
or the Benelux countries in view of the low activity period.
Price assessments were steady at €310-320/t delivered
in north and central France, and €315-325/t delivered in the
south. Looking ahead to monthly prices for February, suppliers looked to recoup most of the high-sulphur gains of just
over €10/t registered on the Rotterdam barge market during
January versus December. Realistic seller expectations were
in the €5-10/t range, although negotiations had yet to begin
for February price levels.
Full-year French industry statistics showed there had
been a 4.6pc rise in domestic bitumen deliveries during
2017, up 4.6pc from the previous year.

Benelux
Price assessments were unchanged and market activity
extremely thin as many plants remained shut and most construction projects were yet to resume after the usual winter
break.
Domestic prices in Belgium and the Netherlands stayed
at €290-295/t ex-works Antwerp/Rotterdam, whiole export
cargoes were still pegged on average around the $15/t discount level versus fob Rotterdam HSFO barges. An oil major
moved a cargo from Rotterdam to Mohammedia on board
the Stolt Fuji for 29 January arrival at the Moroccan import
terminal.

Germany
Domestic price assessments were unchanged as suppliers
and buyers looked ahead to monthly price talks for February volumes that were set to start in the week beginning 29
January.
Amidst a distinct lack of liquidity, occasional small-scale
volumes were offered by some domestic refiners as low as
€220-230/t ex-works but the vast bulk of business – mainly
under monthly contractual arrangements - was being concluded around the €300/t mark.
Construction activity, especially in the paving sector,
stayed at extremely low levels, with heavy rain in the midst
of the winter season restricting the scope for project work,
even in the roofing sector where localised activity has been
seen during January.
Barge restrictions caused by flooding along parts of the
Rhine had no noticeable impact on barge flows, with a 750t
consignment being moved by barge from Dordrecht into stor-
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Northwest and Central Europe market commentary
age tanks near Basle, Switzerland.
Production of all penetration grades of bitumen was set
to be resumed from 1 February after first 70/100 and then
50/70 production and loadings were halted during January
for seasonal reasons. Rosneft took over bitumen marketing from BP from the shared Bayernoil, Karlsruhe and PCK
Schwedt refineries, with an agreement signed with BITUMINA Handel GmbH under which the latter firm is to process
bitumen produced at PCK Schwedt by Rosneft (see news). BP
is to continue supplying bitumen to the west and northwest
German markets from its Gelsenkirchen refinery.
The planned maintenance shutdown at the Bayernoil refinery in Vohburg-Neustadt in Bavaria from 26 February until
16 March is expected to have no significant market impact as
the Bavarian bitumen-consuming season usually starts after
Easter which is around the start of April this year.

Poland/Czech Republic
Czech and Polish domestic prices were mostly steady,
although a slight increase was registered for Czech values
for softer penetration grades like pen 160/220, which were
indicated in the €260-265/t ex-works range.
Export prices showed little direction, as requirements
from Romania and Germany were seasonally low. Mixed
asphalt and bitumen-consuming plants remained shut for the
usual winter maintenance, although some units are set to restart in the first half of February. Bitumen demand remained
seasonally thin, although modest requirements for special
roofing grades were reported.
Polish bitumen production dropped by 57pc to 64,7000t
in December, versus the previous month, although the
figures showed a 12pc growth compared to December 2016,
according to the latest data released by national statistics
office GUS. Overall production in 2017 stood at 1.543mn
t, 8pc up from the 1.42mn t produced in 2016. Demand is
expected to grow further in 2018, on the back of large government investments in the infrastructure sector.

Hungary/Romania/Balkans
Domestic and export prices were generally unchanged in the
region, where most bitumen units remained shut and road
construction activity at a virtual standstill.
Modest bitumen requirements, in particular for special
and roofing grades, were registered in Romania and Serbia,
while demand in the northern areas remained limited.
Hungarian domestic and export prices were unchanged in
the assessed €280-290/t ex-Szazhalombatta range, although
some volumes were reported sold at slightly higher prices,
while Serbian prices into Romania held steady in the €285295/t ex-Pancevo range.
No fresh Romanian price indications were reported,
as Rompetrol’s refinery in Ploiesti remains under winter
maintenance and there are no prospects of immediate
resumption of Polish flows into Orlen’s Romanian terminal in
Floresti.
Bitumen demand, which is heavily dependent on weather
conditions, was expected to pick up in the second half of
February, although the political impasse in Romania may
further delay the release of funds for infrastructure and
road construction works. Requirements for the Romanian
domestic markets were below expectations in 2017, and
stood at 450,000t, showing almost a 20pc drop compared to
the previous year.
Mangalia and Constanta, Romanian Black Sea terminals, remained closed – although small stock volumes were
reported available – while MOL’s Szazhalombatta refinery
was expected to resume operations in the second half of
February. Bitumen production was continuing at MOL’s
Zalaegerszeg refinery, in east Hungary, but the plant was set
to undergo full maintenance shutdown during February. The
10,000 b/d Fier and the 20,000 b/d Ballsh refineries in Albania were under winter maintenance shutdown, and activity
was limited in the country.
Weak bitumen refining margins and low demand had kept
Fier refinery shut for all 2017, while financial difficulties may
delay the restart of Ballsh plant.

Norway

Announcement
The holiday calendar showing which Argus reports
are not published on which days is now available
online
http://www.argusmedia.com/Methodology-andReference/Publishing-Schedule

Copyright © 2018 Argus Media group

Bitumen consumption was seasonally limited in Norway, with
only 16,792t consumed in December, almost 10,000t less
than November, but 22pc more compared to December 2016.
Figures for overall consumption in 2017 stood at 449,441t,
8pc up compared to 2016. Demand is expected to pick up
in the second half of March-beginning of April, when milder
weather conditions will allow road construction activity to
resume.
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Mediterranean market commentary
Summary
The regional market, both domestic and international,
remained in slow winter mode, with imports into Egypt and
Morocco attracting most interest.
The EGPC tender for 60,000t of pen 60/70 bitumen
into Alexandria during February was thought to have been
awarded to one of the leading international oil firms active
in the Mediterranean bitumen market, although that was yet
to be confirmed.
Lack of cargo shipments translated into a surplus of
bitumen tankers, many of them sitting idle awaiting spot
business, a situation expected to worsen as a new wave of
Chinese-made new-build vessels hit the market during 2018.
A number of tankers were reportedly being put up for
sale, while ship owners and operators were considering
allaying up bitumen tankers that appeared to be surplus to
market requirements. Freight rate assessments were generally stable, although an indication for 4,000-5,000t cargo
shipments from Greek terminals to Mersin, Turkey, was
reported at $40/t.
The lack of Turkish, Lebanese and Romanian import
requirements restricted demand for Greek export volumes,
widening cargo discounts to fob Mediterranean high-sulphur
fuel oil cargoes from Greek terminals to an assessed $35-45/
t range. Greek refiners, aside from benefitting from demand
into Egypt, have been focusing on offers into Morocco where
delivered prices were being indicated at $10-12/t discounts
to fob Mediterranean HSFO, on a delivered basis.

Egypt
The EGPC tender for 60,000t of pen 60/70 bitumen into Alexandria during February was thought to have been awarded
to one of the leading international oil firms active in the
Italy domestic less bitumen fuel oil blendstock value
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Mediterranean bitumen prices, 20-26 Jan
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Mediterranean bitumen market, although that was yet to be
confirmed.
The award was initially thought to involve larger cargo
sizes, including at least one 30,000t shipment. EGPC had
specified three delivery options under its February tender,
which closed on 24 January: two 30,000t cargoes; four
15,000t cargoes; or one 30,000t cargo plus five 4,000-7,000t
cargoes into Alexandria.
Under its January tender, nominally awarded to Cairobased IMEX Egypt at single digit delivered discounts to fob
Mediterranean HSFO cargoes, four 4,000-7,000t cargoes are
being delivered into Alexandria. The 4,500 DWT 3B Spirit
and the 6,180 DWT Iver Balance were expected in Alexandria
on 23 and 26 January, while the 7,499 DWT Poestella was
set to arrive at the Egyptian port from Augusta, Sicily, on 27
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Mediterranean market commentary
January following an 11 January arrival on the same tanker
from same export terminal.

Algeria/Morocco
Construction activity remained seasonally low in the key
importing markets, although suppliers were still placing
cargoes into both Moroccan and Algerian terminals.
Delivered prices into Mohammedia were indicated at
$10-12/t discounts to fob Mediterranean HSFO cargoes, with
importers negotiating hard to obtain steep discounts while
some suppliers have been aggressive in their selling positions
into the country. Cargo shipments were being made into
Mohammedia from Spain and Portugal. The 5,897 DWT Iver
Accord was heading into Viana do Castelo export terminal
in north Portugal for 26-28 January loading of a cargo sold
to an international trading firm that was to move it into Mohammedia, while the 5,895 DWT Acacia Noir was expected
in Tenes, Algeria, on 21 January, after loading in Tarragona.
Algerian state-owned Sonatrach's bitumen production
plant in Skikda was shut in mid-January after a technical problem affecting a boiler, but it was set to restart
around 26 January. The halt was having little market impact
because of seasonally low demand in Algeria that has been
affected by an especially cold winter.

Tunisia
While construction activity and bitumen import requirements were at seasonally low levels into Tunisia, delivered
values into Tunisian terminals were at much higher levels
than for business into Algeria and, more notably Morocco.
Four to five 4,000-5,000t cargoes were estimated for
January delivery into the country, with a similar number
expected in February before a likely rise in seasonal requirements from March onwards. Delivered prices were indicated
around flat to fob Mediterranean HSFO cargoes, although
slight premiums were also reported.
Budgetary provision for road and construction work is to
be raised this year, with funds already committed to a number of highway projects. That is expected to raise Tunisian
consumption, all of it imported, to more than 240,000t in
2018 from an estimated 235,000t last year that was itself up
from 220,000t in 2016.

pectations for 2018 remained uncertain, with delays in the
2018 budget approval limiting funds availability for infrastructure and road construction projects.
Export prices were unchanged in the assessed $35-40/t
discounts to HSFO range on a fob basis, and a number of vessels moved fresh cargoes from Spanish ports to north African
markets. The 49,282 DWT Bitu Express was going from Tarragona to Lome, Togo, with arrival on 26 January, while the
5,895 DWT Acacia Noir was expected in Tenes, Algeria, on 21
January, after loading in Tarragona. The 4,999 DWT Ain Zeft
left Huelva on 20 January and was expected in Algiers on 23
January, while the 7,200 DWT Lagan was headed to Dakar
after loading in Tarragona.

Italy
Italian domestic prices were assessed unchanged in the
€320-330/t ex-works range, including the €31/t local duty,
although some suppliers indicated slightly higher values for
domestic supplies.
Bitumen demand was seasonally thin in the country,
with requirements expected to pick up in the first half of
March, although national elections scheduled to take place
on 4 March may have an impact on the infrastructure and
road construction sectors. Expectations for 2018 were still
unclear, with market participants confirming the drop in
bitumen demand to 1.4mn t in 2017, slightly lower compared
to 2016 and well below expectations.
A number of vessels moved fresh cargoes from Augusta
to north Africa. The 4,500 DWT 3B Spirit and the 6,180 DWT
Iver Balance were expected in Alexandria on 23 and 26 January, while the 6,187 DWT Iver Best arrived in Mostaganem,
Algeria, on 24 January and the 6,267 DWT Iver Bright was
expected in Algiers on 25 January. The 8,476 DWT Black
Shark moved a cargo from Taranto to Rades, Tunisia, with
arrival on 25 January. Despite growing buying interest of
north African players, demand remained limited and Italian
export prices were unchanged in the assessed $40-45/t
discounts to HSFO range on a fob basis.

Spain
No intra-month price changes were registered in Spain, and
domestic values remained in the assessed €315-325/t exworks range.
Demand was seasonally limited in the country, and ex-
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SUB-SAHaRAN africa market commentary
Summary
Price direction was mixed, with Iranian drummed exports to
East Africa edging lower while cargoes shipped from Europe
to west Africa were firmer because of modest new gains in
high-sulphur fuel oil prices.
Senegal and Nigeria led a resurgence in west African
requirements, while South African buyers stepped up their
purchasing and stockpiling efforts ahead of a two-month
refienry halt at Engen's Durban refinery from early February.
The latest Iranian exports statistics for the period 21
March to 21 December 2017 – the first nine months of the
country’s calendar year – showed the country’s bitumen
exports totalled 2.87mn t, 8pc more compared to the same
period in the previous year. Kenya remained the main
importer, taking in 96,000t, while 43,500t were delivered
to Djibouti and 29,500t to Tanzania. Smaller volumes were
exported to Sudan and Somalia.
Data for the Iranian year ended March 2017 had shown a
5pc drop from the previous year. Kenya was the first export
market for Iranian volumes, taking in 75,000t, while 41,000t
and 40,000t were delivered to Sudan and Tanzania. Djibouti
ranked second with 62,000t imported, while smaller volumes
were taken to other destinations, in particular Cameroon,
Democratic Republic of Congo and Somalia.
The African Development Bank 2018 Economic Outlook
indicated poor governance, corruption and an ineffective
legislative framework as the main factors preventing infrastructure development across the continent. Africa has an
infrastructure gap of $107.5bn a year, and needs to attract
private capitals to accelerate infrastructure growth, according to the report. The overall 2016 infrastructure budget was
$62.5bn, 39.2pc of which were allocated to the transport
sector. African governments remain the primary source of
Asphalt del West Africa and fuel oil fob Med
450

West Africa waterborne, cfr

$/t

Med HSFO

400

350

hhhhhhhhhhh
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Sub-Saharan Africa bitumen prices, 20-26 Jan
Local currency/t

$/t

Low

High

±

Low

High

5,500

5,900

nc

456

489

±

Domestic prices, ex-works
South Africa
Import/export prices

+9
$/t

Ivory Coast, fob Abidjan (export, cargo)

403

408

+3

Nigeria, cfr Lagos (import cargo)

435

445

+4

Ghana, cfr Takoradi-Tema (import, cargo)

423

433

+3

Kenya, cfr Mombasa (import, drums)

369

379

-2

Tanzania, cfr Dar es Salaam (import, drums)

369

379

Freight rates

-2
$/t

Abidjan-Lagos-Warri-Port Harcourt (cargo)

30

35

nc

Abidjan-Takoradi-Tema (cargo)

20

25

nc

Tarragona-Lagos-Warri-Port Harcourt (cargo)

110

120

nc

Bandar Abbas-Jebel Ali-Mombasa (drums)

32

35

nc

Bandar Abbas-Jebel Ali-Dar es Salaam (drums)

32

35

nc

Bandar Abbas-Jebel Ali-Djibouti (drums)

33

37

nc

funding for infrastructure projects, although China and Arab
countries have largely contributed – and continue to do
so – to the investment in road, rail and other infrastructure
projects.

West Africa
Prices for bulk cargo shipments into regional markets, as
well as domestic sales in key markets like Nigeria, edged
higher, reflecting renewed though modest high-sulphur fuel
oil gains.
Spanish export cargoes were still assessed at $35-40/t
discounts to fob Mediterranean high-sulphur fuel oil cargoes
on a fob basis, while a freight rate indication for a 5,000t
shipment from La Coruna on the Spanish Atlantic coast to
Dakar, Senegal, was reported in the $65-70/t range. Cargo
freight from Tarragona, Spain, to the main Nigerian import
terminals was still assessed at $110-120/t, while Abidjan to
Nigerian ports stayed at $20-25/t.
Senegal and Nigeria were active recipients of bitumen shipments, with both terminals in Dakar continuing to
receive a steady flow of import shipments, while cargoes
were also being moved from the Lome terminal in Togo to
Nigerian terminals like Sapele.
A large cargo was being moved on board the 45,974 DWT
Bitu Express that was shipped from Tarragona, Spain, to
Lome, adding to stocks available for lightering and supply
operations into a number of west African markets over the
next few weeks. The tanker was to arrive at Lome on 2
January.
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Nigeria

Angola

Domestic suppliers were reporting an upsurge in construction activity and bitumen requirements during the current
peak dry season period through to April.
The next rainy season usually arrives by mid-May, with
road project work brought to a virtual standstill from June
through to September.
Market players expect government budgetary provisions
to be substantially boosted this year for a range of road,
bridge and other infrastructure projects in the run-up to the
country’s next Presidential elections in February 2019.
The Sapele and Port Harcourt import terminals are expected to be regular cargo recipients in the coming months,
both from Lome onshore and offshore storage, and from
Abidjan, Ivory Coast. The 11,406 DWT Biskra last delivered
a cargo into Sapele in early January. A domestic supplier
raised its prices to local buyers by 5,000 Naira/t in response
to recent gains in international prices for high-sulphur fuel
oil and bitumen cargoes, with a further increase expected
during February.
The 5,900 DWT Acacia Rubra was still located off Calabar, southeast Nigeria, more than a month after a shipment
from Cadiz, Spain was moved to the terminal. The cargo on
board was thought not to have been discharged yet.

Bitumen demand is expected to increase in Angola, after
the Angolan National Institute of Road (INEA) announced the
intention to rehabilitate 7,000km of the country’s main road
network.
The African Development Bank (AfDB) reported that, in
2017, Angola continued its efforts to improve its key infrastructure systems, although lower international oil prices
forced the government to cut infrastructure expenditures
by 55pc between 2014 and 2017. The construction of a new
international airport in Luanda was still ongoing.

Senegal
The latest of a series of cargo shipments was moved from
Tarragona, Spain, to Dakar, Senegal, on board the 7,976 DWT
Lagan that was arriving at the Senegalese terminal on 26
January.
At least one, possibly two February cargoes are expected
to be moved into Dakar, one of them from Augusta, Sicily,
and the other potentially from northwest Europe, although
the shipments have yet to be fixed.
Tanzania, cfr Dar es Salaam drums

$/t

400
380

East Africa
Prices for Iranian drummed bitumen exports to East African
terminals edged lower as a depreciating Rial versus US dollar
more than countered a monthly rise in Iranian state oil firm
NIOC’s vacuum bottom prices.
Iranian drummed exports were assessed $2/t down at
$338-343/t fob Bandar Abbas. While traders said private
Iranian firms were selling at around $340/t, prices in the
$340-350/t range were indicated by the one of the major
bitumen production and supply firms. A fire at a small privately owned storage facility in Bandar Abbas holding both
high-sulphur fuel and bitumen was reported to have caused
three deaths, but no bitumen production was connected to
the facility and there was no market impact (see news).
Drummed freight rates were assessed in an unchanged
$32-35/t range for Bandar Abbas to Mombasa and Dar es
Salaam, with flows into Djibouti still indicated $1-2/t above
those values.
Construction activity and import requirements were
stable, with a steady flow of Iranian product moving into
Mombasa and Dar es Salaam in particular.
Regional road corridors connecting the Democratic
Republic of Congo were amongst those cited in the AfDB
Economic Outlook 2018 report amongst those being rehabilitated during 2017 when sizeable and regular flows into DRC
locations were being reported, especially via Dar es Salaam.

360
340
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SUB-SAHaRAN africa market commentary
Southern Africa

South Africa

Regional demand levels, both current and initial plans for
the year as a whole, remained buoyant in a number of countries, while South African supplies were hit by an unexpected Durban unit shutdown.
The propane de-asphalting and associated bitumen-making units at the BP/Shell’s Sapref joint venture refinery in
Durban was shut since the 20-21 January weekend, with no
immediate prospect of a restart by the end of the ensuing
week.
The shutdown came ahead of the planned Engen refinery maintenamnce shutdown in Durban, South Africa, with
bitumen production set to be halted there for two months
from 5-6 February, but there were no expectations yet of
any need for additional import cargoes into South African or
Mozambican terminals.
In its African Economic Outlook 2018 report, the AfDB
said 13,000 km of roads—including regional corridors connecting to the Democratic Republic of Congo, Namibia, and
Zambia—have been rehabilitated in 2017.

The unexpected halt to bitumen production at the Sapref
refinery in Durban came at a time of sharply rising order
volumes from customers looking to stock up before the twomonth Engen refinery bitumen halt that is set to begin on
5-6 February.
The strong buying is also in connection was efforts to
complete a series of road and highway projects during the
remainder of the current season before the southern hemisphere winter begins to restrict activity and demand from
May onwards.
Price levels were unchanged ahead of the monthly price
revisions that will take effect from 1 February.

South Africa

$/t

500
475
450
425
400
375
350
325
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Argus Africa Roads 2018

Hyatt Regency Dar es Salaam, The Kilimanjaro, Tanzania
6 March | Technical Focus Day
7-8 March | Man Conference

Register by 2 February - Save
$150 with the Early Bird discount
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Singapore
A sharp rally in crude and fuel oil had little impact on Singapore cargoes as demand remained slow across the region.
Singapore pen 60/70 grades were stable at $320-$330/t fob
for end February to early March loading cargoes.
Negotiations for March loading cargoes have yet to
emerge and no initial March offers were reported.
Offers for end February loading cargoes continued to be
at $330/t fob level against bids of $320-325/t fob. But discussion was limited as most Singapore cargoes for February
have already been concluded.
In the region, demand from Vietnam picked up but spot
negotiations were muted as February is a shorter paving
month for the Vietnamese because of the Chinese New Year
holidays. A central Vietnam importer may have concluded
a deal for a 3,000t cargo from a major Singapore refiner at
$365-368/t cfr, which netted back to $325-328/t fob.
Indonesia demand remained seasonally low. Offers for
end February loading cargoes were reported at around
$330/t fob but this was met with limited interest. Demand
from South China was quiet as most importers have yet to
begin discussion for March volumes.
South Korean prices continued to rise on the back of
firmer buying from China, narrowing the regional arbitrage.
Singapore prices were trading at nearly at $55-60/t discount
to high sulphur fuel oil 180cst, which may prompt refiners to
produce more fuel oil over bitumen.
Singapore tank truck prices into Malaysia were unchanged at $335-340/t ex-refinery. Major tank truck importers have yet to begin negotiations for February volumes
amid the slow demand in the country. February volumes
were expected to be lower due to the Chinese New Year
holidays.

Asia bitumen prices, 20-26 Jan
Local currency/t
Low

$/t

South Korea

475

Low

High

±

405,661

427,011

+64,060

380

400

+60

Mumbai, India

25,299

27,299

nc

397

428

nc

Mumbai, India
(drums)

27,599

29,599

nc

433

465

+0

10,452

11,560

-92

330

365

nc

4,500,000 4,500,000

nc

338

338

+1

-4

347

358

nc

Thailand
Indonesia
Singapore

456

Singapore-Malaysia
ex-ref

470

440

447

-3

335

340

nc

49,318

57,424

nc

448

522

+4

Iran

300

305

-2

Iran (drums)

338

343

-2

nc

330

330

nc

Japan
Waterborne, fob

Bahrain

124

124

Singapore

420

434

-3

320

330

nc

Singapore (drums)

598

611

-4

455

465

nc

9,977

10,135

-84

315

320

nc

304,245

314,921

+2,606

285

295

+2

8,910

9,056

-110

305

310

nc

North China coast

1,913

2,003

-6

300

314

+2

East China coast

1,945

2,436

-14

305

382

+1

South China coast

2,264

2,360

-22

355

370

nc

Northern Vietnam (drums)

376

480

-1

Southern Vietnam (drums)

371

475

-1

Thailand
South Korea
Taiwan
Waterborne, cfr

Economics

Mid

±

Bitumen’s value as fuel oil blendstock, Singapore

347

+7

Crude and refined products, 20-26 Jan
Low

High

Dubai fob Dubai $/bl

66.02

68.04

+0.61

Basrah Light fob Basrah $/bl

65.37

67.28

+0.55

±

+0.43

65.57

67.48

Fuel oil HS 180cst fob Singapore $/t

383.25

394.50

+7.50

Fuel oil HS 380cst fob Singapore $/t

378.75

389.75

+5.75

79.45

82.65

+1.30

Gasoil 0.5% fob Singapore $/bl

Mumbai drums

±

Domestic prices, ex-works

Banoco Arab Medium $/bl

India domestic v drum

$/t

High

Mumbai domestic

Malaysia
450
425
400
375
350
12 May

4 Aug
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Road construction activities slowed down in west Malaysia
amid the wet weather.
Bitumen requirements in the north also weakened as
tenders for new projects have not been awarded.
The state-owned refiner kept domestic prices unchanged
at 1,450 ringgit/t on the back of slow demand.
The private refiner continued to be under maintenance
with limited supply out of its Kemaman refinery. The refinery was expected to resume production in early February.
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Prices at China main refineries, 20-26 Jan
Area

Province

Northwest Xinjiang

Refinery
Petrochina Karamay
Sinopec Tahe

Contract
price Yn/t

Grade

±

Posted
price Yn/t

±

Contract
price $/t

Posted
price $/t

AH-70, AH-90, AH-110, AH-130

3,950

nc

4,000

nc

619

627

AH-100, AH-140, AH-180

3,300

nc

3,400

nc

517

533

90-A

3,250

nc

3,400

nc

510

533

90-B

3,150

nc

3,300

nc

494

517

AH-70, AH-90, AH-110, AH-100, AH-140

2,450

nc

2,900

nc

384

455
447

Northeast

Liaoning

Petrochina Liaohe
Panjin Northern

AH-90, AH-110, AH-100, AH-140

2,600

nc

2,850

nc

408

North

Hebei

Petrochina Qinhuangdao

AH-70, AH-90

2,530

+30

2,780

+30

397

436

Central

Henan

Sinopec Luoyang

AH-90

2,530

+30

2,780

+30

397

436

East

Shandong

CNOOC asphalt

AH-70, AH-90

2,720

nc

2,920

nc

426

458

Sinopec Qilu

70 -A

2,350

+50

2,600

+50

368

408

90 -A, 70-B

2,300

nc

2,550

nc

361

400

90-B

2,250

-50

2,500

-50

353

392

Sinopec Zhenhai

70-A, 90-A

2,610

+30

2,860

+30

409

448

70-B, 90-B

2,560

+30

2,610

+30

401

409

Petrochina Wenzhou

AH-70, AH-90

2,380

+30

2,580

+30

373

405

Shanghai

Sinopec Shanghai

AH-70

2,570

+30

2,870

+30

403

450

Jiangsu

CNOOC Taizhou

AH-70, AH-90

2,730

nc

2,880

nc

428

452

Sinopec Jinling

70-A, 90-A

2,590

+30

2,890

+30

406

453

Petrochina Xingneng

70-A, 90-A

2,630

+30

2,930

+30

412

459

Jangyin Alpha

70-A, 90-A

2,630

+30

2,930

+30

412

459

Sinopec Maoming

70-A, 90-A

2,650

nc

2,850

nc

415

447

Zhejiang

South

West

Guangdong

Sichuan

Sinopec Guangzhou

70-A, 90A

2,580

nc

2,700

nc

405

423

Petrochina Gaofu

AH-70, AH-90

2,650

+50

2,850

+50

415

447

CNOOC Luzhou

AH-70, AH-90

2,980

nc

3,380

nc

467

467

$/t

Bitumen freight, 20-26 Jan

cargoes for February exports were limited.
Enquiries from Indonesian importers were heard, but
buying ideas were hovering below $320/t fob.
Domestic bitumen requirements weakened further. More
projects have been completed and the use of natural rubber
modified bitumen has been specified for few road projects,
pushing demand for pen 60/70 grade bitumen lower.
Domestic refiners kept prices unchanged at $330-365/t
ex-refinery despite weaker demand.

Singapore-east Australia

95

105

nc

Singapore-west Australia

65

75

nc

Singapore-Gresik, Indonesia

30

35

nc

Singapore-south China

35

40

nc

Singapore-east China

45

52

nc

Thailand-south China

36

44

nc

Thailand-east China

55

65

nc

Thailand-east Australia

100

110

nc

Thailand-west Australia

82

88

nc

Taiwan-Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam

38

42

nc

Indonesia

Taiwan-Haiphong, Vietnam

32

35

nc

South Korea-east China

20

24

nc

South China-Haiphong, Vietnam

23

29

nc

The state-owned refiner issued its buy tender for 2018 volumes into Gresik in mid-January.
Cargoes totalling 175,000t for delivery from April to
December were sought under the tender. The tender closed
on 24 January, and was expected to be awarded in the week
starting 29 January.
Bitumen demand in the country was seasonally low,
and requirements were not expected to pick up for at least
another week.

Thailand
Export prices were maintained at $315-320/t fob.
Strong HSFO 180cst prices continued to result in a widening gap between fuel oil and bitumen prices, prompting
refiners to minimize bitumen production for February. Spot
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Construction activity is expected to pick up from March
when government funds for road projects are released.
An importer received an offer for a 4,000t cargo from a
major Singapore refiner at $365/t cfr Ciwandan for end February loading, which netted back to $330/t fob. No deal was
concluded as it was seen too high by the importer, whose
buy idea was hovering at $325/t fob.

Bitumen consumption picked up as road contractors continued to rush paving works ahead of Chinese New Year holidays in mid-February. But low domestic prices slowed down
spot cargo negotiations.
Competition in the domestic market kept prices subdued
despite the improved demand. Domestic prices were at
around $350-365/t ex-tank in the north and around the $360365/t ex-tank in the south.
An importer concluded a deal for a 3,000t cargo from a
major Singapore refiner at $365-368/t cfr central Vietnam,
which netted back to around $325-328/t fob. The cargo will
be delivered in end February.
Another importer received an offer for a 4,000t Taiwanese cargo at $345/t cfr north Vietnam, which netted back
to around $310/t fob. The deal was not concluded as the
importer had a lower buying idea.

South Korea
South Korean export prices were assessed $2/t up at $285295/t fob for end February loading cargoes on the back of
limited supplies.
Buying interest of Chinese importers moved up further,
as market participants were expecting prices to climb amid
the rising crude values and supply tightness from South
Delivered cargoes: North and South China
North China

$/t

High

±

Thailand fob (Class 170)

335

340

nc

Thailand fob (Class 320)

340

345

nc

Singapore fob (Class 170)

340

345

nc

Singapore fob (Class 320)

340

345

nc

Low

High

±

1

2

nc

$/t

340
320

hhhh

300
280

4 Aug
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27 Oct

Bandar Abbas/ Nhavsheva (drums)
Bandar Abbas/ Mundra (drums)

1

2

nc

Bandar Abbas/ Haldia (drums)

35

38

nc

Korean cargoes.
Limited cargoes and plenty of vessels available have put
a pressure on ship owners’ freight charges. Vessels were
heard to have diverted from South Korean ports.
A mid-sized refiner sold 20 cargoes for February loading through private negotiations in the week starting 22
November. The tender was thought to have been concluded
at around $288/t fob, a discount of around $95/t to HSFO
180cst. Most cargoes will head to China. Rising HSFO 180cst
prices continued to limit refiners’ production of bitumen.
Cargoes from the mid-sized refiners were being offered
in the Chinese market at around $315-320/t cfr east China,
which netted back to $290-295/t fob.
Negotiations for the small refiner’s cargoes were limited
this week. The refiner was expected to have lower production for February loading cargoes due to a change in crude
slate, causing a delay of three to four days in vessels loading. Spot negotiation for the refiner’s end February cargoes
is expected to only emerge in the week starting 29 January.

Taiwan

South China

360

260
12 May

Low

Mideast Gulf to India freight rates

Vietnam

380

$/t

Australia import cargo prices, 20-26 Jan

26 Jan

Export prices were unchanged at $305-310/t fob.
The private refiner was fixing vessels for term cargoes
loading in February. Liftings from Vietnam were reported
to be smooth although volumes were lower due to the long
Chinese New Year holidays.
The state-owned refiner's plant maintenance was extended for another two weeks, with the refinery expected
to resume production on 15 February instead of the originally scheduled 1 February.
Domestic demand in January was weaker than the previous month because of wet weather. Domestic prices were
maintained at 17,000 TWD/t.
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Iranian export sales through the IME, 20-25 Jan
Grade

Seller

60/70 85 /100

Price $/t Packing

Volume t Destination

MTA

292 Bulk

Jey Oil

260 Bulk

10,000 Export by ship fob Bandar Abbas
33,250 Export by ship or truck, supply ex- Esfahan

Atra Crown

290 Bulk

10,000 Export by ship fob Bandar Abbas

Esfahan Ghir

320 Drum

600 Export by ship fob Bandar Abbas

Kasra Bitumen

348 Drum

3,025 Export by ship fob Bandar Abbas

Behnood Sanat Birjand

264 Bulk

Shiraz Refinery

274 Bulk

525 Export by ship or truck, supply ex- Birjand

Negin Siah Azarbijan

260 Bulk

800 Export by ship or truck, supply ex- Tabriz

Shimi Tejarat Naghsh Jahan

269 Bulk

2,000 Export by ship or truck, supply ex- Esfahan
3,500 Export by ship fob Bandar Abbas

1,210 Export by ship or truck, supply ex- Shiraz

Parsian Energy

230 Bulk

Bam Gum Ayegh

305 Bulk

220 Export by ship or truck, supply ex- Oromieh

Hamoon Gostar Bakhtar

334 Drum

100 cfr Mideast Gulf

Exchange rate 1$ = 46,250 rials

China
Chinese import prices were up by $2/t at $300-314/t cfr
north China, up by $1/t at $305-382/t cfr east China and
unchanged at $355-370/t cfr south China.
Domestic prices rebounded in the week starting 22 January. Prices were up by 30 yuan/t in east China and up by 50
yuan/t in south China.
Winter conditions continued to curtail road construction
activity. But buying momentum for stockpiling in east China
and Shandong continued to pick up as market participants
were expecting domestic refineries to increase their prices
further on the back of rising crude oil prices. Supply tightness of South Korean cargoes also put an upwards pressure
on their buying ideas.

An importer based in east China concluded cargoes totalling 20,000t from a mid-sized South Korean refiner at $315/t
cfr, which nets back to $290/t fob after deduction of freight
and interest charges. The cargoes will be delivered in end
February.
Trade negotiation among south China importers were
limited in the week starting 22 January as most buyers have
settled February volumes and have not started discussing for
March cargoes.
The state-owned refiner concluded its sell tender from
its Jinling and Zhenhai refineries in the week starting 22
January. Spot cargoes totalling almost 20,000t were concluded at around $295-300/t fob. The volumes were all headed
to the Australia market.
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Australia
Domestic demand continued to be firm. Buoyant demand
was seen across most parts of the Australian market as the
country enters its peak paving season.
Importers have finished discussing February cargoes, and
negotiations for March volumes are expected to emerge in
the week starting 29 January.
The 9,000 dwt Bit Redo was on its way back to Nanjing
after discharging in Geelong port.

Iranian Vacuum Bottom prices from NIOC*, 20-25 Jan
Refinery
Bandar Abbas
Esfahan
Shiraz
Tehran
Tabriz
Arak

Volume t
33,000
17,975
3,000
12,000
2,100
0

$/t

Rials/kg
Low

High

Low

High

11,811
10,800
11,394
10,851
10,851
10,851

11,811
10,899
11,394
10,851
10,851
10,851

255
234
246
235
235
235

255
236
246
235
235
235

* Exclusive of the 9pc tax for domestic sales and 14pc duty for export sales

India

Iranian domestic sales through the IME, 20-25 Jan

Domestic demand remained stable in most parts of India.
Construction activity in north India was halted amid the cold
weather.
Spot negotiation for Iranian bitumen was heard but importers were cautious to close deals because of the fluctuating Iranian rial vs the US dollar exchange rate.
An importer received an offer for 500-1,000t of Iranian
drums at $340-350/t cfr Mumbai, which nets back to around
$337-347/t fob Bandar Abbas. No deal was concluded as the
prices were deemed too high against domestic prices.
The 6,000 dwt Janesia Asphalt V loaded a cargo from
Singapore and was expected to discharge in Haldia port in
the week starting 22 January.

Grade
60/70
85/100
40/50
emulsion
MC250
PG6416-PG5816-PG5822

Volume t

Price rials/kg

1,966
63
25
0
32
1,152

13200-14,150
14,102
14,254

Exchange rate 1$ = 46,250 rials

Pasargad Oil discount on the IME
500t up to 2000t
2,000t up to 5,000t
5,000t and above

Bahrain

In case of withdrawal 20 March 2017 -20 March 2018

Export prices were maintained at $330/t fob Sitra.
The refiner loaded 2,000t of cargoes via vessel, for delivery to the UAE. Small quantities of cargoes were also loaded
via tank trucks, headed to Yemen and Saudi Arabia.

85,000t and above

A monthly forecast of key base oil prices
spanning 12 months into the future
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Iran
Iranian bitumen export prices fell amid the weakened rial
against dollar. While Vacuum Bottom (VB) feedstock prices
were adjusted higher in the latest monthly revision by NIOC,
the weakened exchange rate had pushed prices lower.
The free market exchange rate was trading at 45,70046,800 rials/$1.
Trading activities were slow due to fluctuation in exchange rates. Market participants were reluctant to conclude deals this week although negotiations continued.
Bulk cargoes were assessed at $300-305/t fob Bandar
Abbas. Most cargoes were headed to Qatar, Oman and the
UAE. Buying idea from India continued to be low, with bids
hovering at $290/t fob Bandar Abbas and below.
A producer sold pen 60/70 bulk cargoes totalling 11,000t
at $305/t fob Bandar Abbas and another 5,000t at $300/t
fob Bandar Imam Khomeini port, for delivery to Qatar and
Oman. Another 6,000t bulk cargo was concluded at $300/t
fob Bandar Abbas, headed to the UAE.
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Asia-Pacific and Middle East Market Commentary
Drums cargoes were assessed $2/t lower at $338-343/t
fob Bandar Abbas. A producer sold pen 60/70 drum cargoes
totalling around 10,000t at $338-342/t fob Bandar Abbas, for
delivery to mainly Myanmar, Vietnam, India, Bangladesh and
Colombo.
Another 3,000t of pen 60/70 in 180kg drums was sold at
$340/t fob Bandar Abbas for delivery in January. The cargoes are headed to Africa and Bangladesh. Another producer
sold 3,000t of pen 60/70 drums cargoes at $340-342/t fob
Bandar Abbas, headed to Africa.
On the Iran Mercantile Exchange (IME), Jey Oil decreased
prices and sold 12,000t of pen 60/70 in bulk at $260/t exworks Esfahan, down by $4/t week-on-week. There was no
demand registered for drums ex-Esfahan this week. The
producer sold bulk cargoes at $304-309/t fob Bandar Abbas
for cargoes totalling 9,600t, headed to Qatar, Oman and the
UAE. Drum cargoes prices were at $340-343/t fob Bandar
Abbas.
Pasargad Oil did not supply any bitumen on the IME. The
producer offered drums at $345-350/t fob Bandar Abbas.
Bulk cargoes were sold at around $305/t fob Bandar Abbas
and $300/t fob Bandar Imam Khomeini.

Bandar Abbas: drums and bulk

400

Iran local market
NIOC revised the VB feedstock prices upwards by 341 rials/
kg. Competition and strong bids on the IME further pushed
up the prices for the feedstock by around $10/t.
Demand was lower than supply after the increase in
prices. About 68,075t VB feedstock was sold on the IME
against the supply of 82,490t from the refineries.
Esfahan refinery sold 17,975t at 10,633 rials/kg, up by 217
rials/kg from last week.
Bandar Abbas refinery sold 33,000t at average of 11,278
rials/kg, up by 533 rials/kg.
Tehran refinery sold 26,000t at 10,855 rials/kg, up by 137
rials/kg week on week. About 2,100t VB feedstock was sold
from Tabriz refinery at 10,550 rials/kg, up by 301 rials/kg.
Shiraz refinery sold 3,000t at 11,394 rials/kg, up by 200
rials/kg.
Arak Refinery offered VB feedstock at 10,851 rials/kg but
there was no demand and no deal was concluded.
Domestic prices were up by 350 rials/kg week-on-week.
Trading activities remained slow because of the shortage of
funding for construction projects. Producers sold only 3,238t
of bitumen on the IME.

$/t

Bandar Abbas waterborne (drums)
Bandar Abbas waterborne

350
hhhh

300
250
200
12 May

4 Aug
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27 Oct

26 Jan

Proposal to change weekly ABX indexes to daily
Argus proposes to move the weekly ABX 1 fob Singapore
and ABX 2 fob South Korea indexes to daily assessments,
to better reflect market movements. Argus also proposes to run the Argus Open Markets-Bitumen daily for
trade.
Argus will accept comments on this proposal up to
15 February 2018. To discuss comments on this proposal,
please contact Aabha Gandhi at aabha.gandhi@argusmedia.com or +65 6496 9933. Formal comments should
be marked as such and may be submitted by email to
bitumen@argusmedia.com or by post to Aabha Gandhi,
Argus Media Singapore Pte Ltd, 50 Raffles Place, #10-01,
Singapore 048623, and received by 15 February 2018.
Please note, formal comments will be published after
the consultation period unless confidentiality is specifically requested.
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Vessel tracking indications
Bitumen freight movements
Vessel name

Owner

3B Spirit

BB Energy

Acacia Noir

Loading port

Discharge port

Current position

4500

Augusta

Alexandria

North Africa

23-Jan

Trafigura

5895

Tarragona

Tenes

North Africa

21-Jan

Ain Zeft

Hyproc Shipping

4999

Huelva

Algiers

North Africa

23-Jan

Bitfjord

ABC Maritime

4902

La Coruna

Belfast

Northwest Europe

25-Jan

Bitu Express

Pickett shipping corp

49282

Tarragona

Lome

North Atlantic Ocean

26-Jan

Black Shark

Mediterranea di Navigazione

8476

Taranto

Rades

Mediterranean

25-Jan

Iver Balance

HB Tankship

6180

Augusta

Alexandria

Mediterranean

26-Jan

Iver Best

Vroom Ship Management

6187

Augusta

Mostaganem

Mediterranean

24-Jan

Iver Bright

HB Tankship

6267

Augusta

Algiers

Mediterranean

25-Jan

Lagan

J&L SHIPPING

7200

Tarragona

Dakar

North Atlantic Ocean

26-Jan

Poestella

Bilsea

8025

Augusta

Alexandria

Mediterranean

27-Jan

San Bacco

ABC Maritime

5004

Donges

London

Northwest Europe

23-Jan

Skypower

Nanjing

4923

Aspropyrgos

Mohammedia

Mediterranean

31-Jan

Stella Virgo

Cortusa

5003

Le Havre

Glasgow

Northwest Europe

26-Jan

Stolt Fuji

Stolt Tankers

6065

Rotterdam

Mohammedia

Northwest Europe

29-Jan

Hanyu Victoria

Hanyu

7733

Ulsan

Brisbane

Coral Sea

24-Jan

Iver Beauty

HB Tankship

6175

Singapore

Dongguan

Malacca Strait

26-Jan

Janesia Asphalt V

Leo Ocean Pte Ltd

6057

Singapore

Haldia

Andaman Sea Coral
Coast

26-Jan

Jaya Ocean

Jaya Trade Pte Ltd

4200

Singapore

Nha Be

Malacca Strait

25-Jan

Lilstella

Bilsea

7499

Singapore

Chittagong

Northern Bay of
Bengal

24-Jan

San Benedetto II

ABC Maritime

4900

Singapore

Go Dau

Malacca Strait

24-Jan

Tasco Bravo

Tipco Asphalt

1589

Bangkok

Surat

Gulf of Thailand

24-Jan

VP Asphalt 1

VP Petrochemical

3102

Singapore

Mailiao

Gulf of Tonkin

25-Jan
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NEWS
Rosneft starts trading in German downstream
Rosneft Deutschland, the Russian major’s German arm,
has started marketing and trading bitumen in the country,
marking Rosneft’s ﬁrst direct trading activity with German
downstream market participants.
The volumes will come out of the 208,000 bl/d PCK
reﬁnery in Schwedt, [where Rosneft owns a 54.17pc
stake](https://direct.argusmedia.com/newsandanalysis/
article/1403928?keywords=rosneft%20germany), as well as
the south German reﬁneries Miro (301,000 bl/d) and Bayernoil (210,000 bl/d), where Rosneft holds shares. Processing will be done in cooperation with Bitumina Handel, a
subsidiary of Basalt-Actien-Gesellschaft, the contract was
signed in the presence of Rosneft chief executive Igor Sechin
and board chairman Gerhard Schröder in Schwedt. Other
oil products from Rosneft’s shares in German reﬁneries will
continue to be marketed by BP in 2018. BP will continue
marketing bitumen from its Gelsenkirchen reﬁnery, mainly
into the west and northwest of Germany.
At a press conference in Schwedt, Sechin referred to
Germany as one of Rosneft’s most important partners and
repeated that Rosneft aims to invest €600mn ($734mn) in
Germany in the next ﬁve years, with a goal of “not just
providing hydrocarbons but a whole range of products and
services” in the country. Sechin also said that in the past
seven years Rosneft has provided 152mn t of oil worth more
than €80 bn to the German market. In May 2017, he announced that Rosneft wants to [extend the Druzhba crude
pipeline](https://direct.argusmedia.com/newsandanalysis/
article/1484913) to the Miro and Bayernoil reﬁneries, an ambition met with scepticism by some market participants.
The second-largest shareholder at PCK is Shell at
37.5pc. The stake was recently subject to sale negotiations with Varo Energy, which [ended without a deal]
(https://direct.argusmedia.com/newsandanalysis/
article/1544028?keywords=rosneft%20germany). Eni owns
8,33pc.

tors federation Seopan. But, over the ﬁrst 11 months of last
year, Spanish road construction contracts oﬀered reached
a little over €2.9bn, up from €2.2bn in the same period in
2016.
One part of the increase in spending has come after the
country's central road building directorate began issuing contracts for new road works, after a seven month gap between
November 2016 and June 2017. But it is not new construction, managed by the directorate, which is spurring growth
in contract oﬀers, but repairs. Of the total €2.9bn of road
contracts oﬀered, over €1.9bn is coming from repair work.
This is largely positive news for Spanish bitumen demand as
repair work contracts tend to stimulate bitumen consumption faster than those for new roads (see chart).
Spain's road directorate manages 26,000km of Spain's
166,000km of roads, including most of the 16,000km motorway network, and takes 51pc of Spain's total traﬃc, including 63pc of all heavy vehicle traﬃc. A further 71,000km
are managed by Spain's autonomous regions, bearing 43pc
of Spanish traﬃc, and 69,000km are administered by local
councils, taking just 6pc of the load.
Madrid has been under pressure from the European
Commission to restrain its national budget. But road builders federation the Aec, road pavers federation Asefma and
Seopan have lambasted the government for the poor state
of Spanish roads, after two consecutive years of increasing
numbers of deaths from road accidents.

Light at the end of the tunnel for Spanish bitumen
State agency contracts for Spanish road works increased in
January-November last year, oﬀering support to domestic
bitumen demand. Total Spanish construction contract oﬀers
have now grown for seven consecutive months.
In total, road contracts for new works and repairs oﬀered
by state agencies, including regional and municipal authorities, were over €180mn ($220mn) in November, down from
€420mn in November 2016, according to data from construc-
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News
While road construction spending increased in JanuaryNovember, contracts offered for the country's ports and
airports declined, with rail contracts increasing. But it is the
country's autonomous regional authorities that have boosted
planned construction spending the most.
This increased total Spanish construction contracts —
including all road, rail, ports, airports and building works
— to just under €11bn in January-November, up from €8.4bn
on the year. November saw €1.1bn of total construction
contracts on offer, more than double the level of November
2016, making it the seventh month in a row Spanish construction contract offers have posted growth.

Sonatrach Skikda bitumen unit shut after glitch
Algerian state-owned Sonatrach's bitumen production plant
in Skikda has been shut for the past 10 days after a technical
problem affecting a boiler, but it is set to restart at the end
of this week.
The unit, fed with heavy refinery residue imported in
30,000-35,000t cargoes to its Skikda and Arzew bitumen
plants, has a 140,000-150,000t/yr of production capacity,
like Arzew.
The Algerian firm is still considering its 2018 import
options for the bitumen feedstock, having agreed its 2017
annual purchase contract with French oil major Total that
blends Sonatrach's required specification at storage tanks in
Lavera, France.
The Skikda halt is having little market impact, with Algerian bitumen demand around its seasonal lows during a cold
winter in the country that has seen low levels of road and
other construction activity.

Repsol to start two-month shutdown at Puertollano
Spanish integrated Repsol will start a two-month shut down
of units at its inland 135,000 b/d Puertollano refinery next
week.
The work will affect the crude distillation units (CDUs)
and conversion units for the entire shutdown period, a
spokesman said. It is unclear if the plant's CDUs will be affected at the same time.
Repsol is investing €75mn ($93mn) for projects at the
plant to develop these units and in the energy efficiency, reliability, safety and competitiveness of the plant's facilities.
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Gunvor mulls coker expansion at Rotterdam
refinery
Trading company Gunvor is considering expanding a delayed
coking unit (DCU) at its 80,000 b/d Europoort refinery in the
Netherlands.
The local authority ruled in early November that Gunvor
does not need to carry out an environmental impact assessment for the permit required to expand a DCU. Gunvor had
contacted the authority for a decision in August.
A Gunvor spokesman said the company is looking at investment options, but no firm decision has yet been made.
Gunvor is not the only refiner in Europe focusing on investment in residue upgrading, as the International Maritime
Organisation's (IMO) 2020 deadline for a 0.5pc sulphur cap on
bunker fuels fast approaches.
Croatia's [Ina](https://direct.argusmedia.com/newsandanalysis/article/1463058), Poland's [Grupa Lotos](https://direct.
argusmedia.com/newsandanalysis/article/1606723), Serbia's
[NIS](https://direct.argusmedia.com/newsandanalysis/article/1558204) and ExxonMobil, at its [Antwerp plant](https://
direct.argusmedia.com/newsandanalysis/article/1579478),
are all investing in DCUs.
Others are taking a different approach: Shell plans a new
hydrogen electrolysis plant at its 140,000 b/d [Wesseling
refinery](https://direct.argusmedia.com/newsandanalysis/
article/1610572) along with a solvent deasphalting (SDA)
unit, while [Total](https://direct.argusmedia.com/newsandanalysis/article/1582142) and [Finland's Neste](https://direct.
argusmedia.com/newsandanalysis/article/1462248) have
recently started up SDAs.

Announcement
Argus successfully completes annual Iosco
assurance review
Argus has completed the sixth external assurance
review of its price benchmarks covering crude,
products, biofuels, thermal coal, coking coal, natural
gas, biomass and petrochemicals benchmarks. The
review was carried out by professional services firm
PwC. Annual independent, external reviews of oil
benchmarks are required by international regulatory
group Iosco’s Principles for Oil Price Reporting Agencies,
and Iosco encourages extension of the reviews to non-oil
benchmarks.
For more information and to download the review visit
our website http://www.argusmedia.com/About-Argus/
How-We-Work/
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News
Refiners are looking to minimise output of high-sulphur
fuel oil in case the price falls once the IMO's sulphur cap is
in place.
Gunvor's Europoort refinery does not have a hydrocracker
or catalytic cracker. Nor does its 115,000 b/d facility in
Antwerp, Belgium. Gunvor regularly exports high-sulphur
vacuum gasoil — a cracker feedstock — from northwest
Europe to the US.

Izmir refinery turnaround to end in March
Maintenance work at Tupras' 227,000 b/d Izmir refinery in
Turkey will be completed in March.
The refinery's crude distillation unit (CDU) and some
secondary units are currently shut down for the work but the
hydrocracker is currently operating.
Tupras has been buying in VGO in order to maintain a
reduced level of diesel production.
The CDU was shut in November. The base oils plant will
shut for six weeks of maintenance work on 1 February.
The 80,000 b/d diesel-making hydrocracker was shut late
last year for technical reasons and a maintenance shutdown
is expected.

Vohburg-Neustadt refinery confirms maintenance dates
Planned maintenance works for the 210,000 b/d VohburgNeustadt refinery are scheduled between 26 February and
16 March, the refinery said.
The works will affect both the Vohburg and the Neustadt
facilities. It is unclear by how much production is going to be
reduced and which units will be down.
Vohburg-Neustadt — also known as Bayernoil — consists
of a plant in Vohburg and a facility in Neustadt, which are
interconnected.
Oil refiner Varo Energy owns a 45pc stake in NeustadtVohburg, Russian state-controlled Rosneft owns 25pc, Italy's
Eni owns 20pc and BP owns the remaining 10pc.

German refineries ran at 92pc capacity in November
German refineries produced 5.5pc and 4.9pc less gasoline
and diesel, respectively, in November compared to October as the utilisation rate dropped to 92pc from 94.9pc in
October.
[Maintenance works](https://direct.argusmedia.com/
newsandanalysis/article/1583752) in the 210,000 b/d
Vohburg-Neustadt refinery in Southern Germany from 15
November to 1 December contributed to a reduction in
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refinery output and constrained diesel supplies in the region.
Data from industry association MWV show refinery production across all products was up by 2.3pc in November,
compared to a year earlier. Diesel production made gains of
2.8pc, while heating oil output increased by 0.5pc. Middle
distillate crack-spreads in November, which averaged just
below $13/bl in in the aftermath of Hurricane Harvey were
higher than for most other months of the year and made a
maximisation of production attractive for refiners. Gasoline
crack spreads on the other hand declined in November on
the back of seasonal demand patterns, which contributed to
lower in gasoline output.

Unipetrol plans 2-month Kralupy turnaround
Czech Republic oil company Unipetrol plans a two-month
turnaround at its 63,000 b/d Kralupy refinery, to start at the
end of the first quarter.
The company refined 141,000 b/d in the fourth quarter of
last year, it said today. This was down by 10pc from a year
earlier and 17pc lower than in the third quarter, because of
planned maintenance at the 102,000 b/d Litvinov refinery
in November and because of an accident at the Litvinov
petrochemical facility in December that affected refinery
operations.
Steam cracker utilization at Litvinov in the fourth quarter was 88pc, higher than in the third quarter, but petrochemical production fell slightly. Polyethylene sales were
7pc down at at 69,000t, and polypropylene sales declined by
1.5pc to 71,000t.
Unipetrol made a profit of 737mn Czech koruna ($36mn)
in the fourth quarter, 50pc down on the levels of the previous quarter and 70pc below those of a year earlier. For the
full year, Unipetrol profits rose by 35pc to nearly Kc8.7bn.

Bandar Abbas fire hits fuel oil, bitumen tanks
A fire on 24 January has damaged fuel oil and bitumen tanks
at a storage facility at Bandar Abbas in Iran.
The fire was linked to welding work that was underway
at the unit that is part of a privately-owned factory complex, including an adjoining bitumen storage tank.
Three people were killed during the incident.
Iranian bitumen traders say the fire has had no market
ramifications as the tanks involved were small and there has
been no impact on bitumen production.
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NEWS
Essar Oil UK’s 194,500 b/d Stanlow reﬁnery on England's
northwest coast has started a full site turnaround.
Maintenance began last week and is scheduled to run
until 12 March. Work is being carried out on the reﬁnery's
crude distillation unit and 76,000 b/d residual ﬂuid catalytic
cracking (FCC) unit.
Stanlow typically produces around 34,500 b/d of jet fuel
for regional airports including Manchester and Liverpool's
John Lennon, along with some 76,000 b/d of diesel and
52,000 b/d of gasoline.
Stanlow is scheduled to complete its 'Tiger Cub' project
by the end of June — a debottlenecking programme focused
on the plant's residual FCC.
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Argus Bitumen Methodology

Announcement

Argus uses a precise and transparent methodology to assess prices
in all the markets it covers. The
latest version of the Argus Bitumen
Methodology can be found at:
www.argusmedia.com/methodology

All data change announcements can be viewed online
at www.argusmedia.com/announcements.
Alternatively, to be added to the email distribution list
for all announcements, please email:
datahelp@argusmedia.com.

For a hard copy, please email
info@argusmedia.com, but
please note that methodologies
are updated frequently and for
the latest version, you should
visit the internet site.

MethodoLogy and specifications gUide

Stanlow reﬁnery begins planned maintenance
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